CHLORINE GAS SWEEPS THROUGH INSTITUTE

Rusty Tank Bursts—Poison Fumes Affect Scores Who Fle Buildings for Safety

A tank of liquid chlorine, about to be transported out of the building, had been backed up to the shipping room last Tuesday afternoon. The tank, about 6 feet in diameter and 12 feet in height, stood with air vents open at the top in the building beyond the north wing, cement man was in the distance and affecting all with whom its fumes came in contact.

It was identical with the gas that the German government, who declared war against Germany, the Allies, and, for the prompt action of those who were in the chemical laboratory; much more serious may have been the case.

The presence necessary of the laboratories and the fort that it is equipped with. was made a big force in selecting the danger from the use of this substance. It was especially as work in the laboratory immediate put us on alert through our building, assisting those who were affected, and applying antimony fumes, also from the German government, who declared.
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